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Handbells Concert 
By Katrina Bell 
On Sunday April 26th at 7:00 p.m., the CSP Handbells had their 
spring concert. Handbells is a thirteen person ensemble directed by Prof. 
Carolynne Mathis. They practice every Tuesday evening for two hours» 
This was the biggest performance for the Handbells since their pieces 
in the Christmas concert, which were compositions that they did alone, 
as well as some that they performed alongside the Christus Chorus and 
Jubilate choir. 
CSP Handbells used a variety of different techniques and instru­
ments, ranging from three inch bells to seven foot tall "low chimes." 
The concert was held in the Graebner•^Memoria^«^a|Se^«Which was 
perfect venue. The way the chapel is designed allows for wonderful 
acoustics and resonation, which is exactly what the Handbells were 
given. The Handbells performed an assorted set of music, ranging from 
slow and beautiful songs to fast paced songs. There was a variety 
that could not be beaten. Ringers Nick Anderson and Kristyn Svoboda 
highlighted the pieces "Resonances and Alleluias" by Kathy Moklebust 
and "Compassion" by Jason Krueger, both being gorgeous and unique. 
CSP Handbells did a joint piece with the CSP Ringers, the 
beginner's class. The concert also included a guest performance by 
Bells of the Lakes, four performers who presented the Hallelujah 
Chorus. Alex Wright and Kristyn Svoboda performed a duet together, 
and all of the ringers are commended for their dedication and 
persistence. Often keeping track of more than five bells at a time, 
the CSP Handbell ensemble had to have immense concentration 
as they performed. Alex Wright and Daniel Petrich almost broke a 
sweat as they moved quickly from one bell or chime to the next. 
The concert also had an interactive quality. The performers 
were able to introduce themselves to their audience and tell them 
how long they have been "ringing." The Handbells director. Prof. 
Carolynne Mathis, taught the audience some techniques, how they make 
certain sounds with the bells, and also went into some of the history of 
Handbells. Professor Mathis also opened the floor up for questions from 
the audience, and the audience was able to see the bells up close. 
Svoboda stated, "We have really improved since 
the last concert. I think we have really blossomed in sound." 
The Concert was a complete success with a good turnout. 
Those interested in joining Handbells next year are 
encouragefl to give it a try — no prior experience necessary. Photo By Maria Cruz 
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PAKR IS A STUDENT PUBLICATION NOT AN OFFICIAL C 
AND THE VIEWS EXPRESSED ARE > 
BUT OF THE WRITERS AND STAFF INVOLVED IN THEf 
Dear Concordia faculty, staff, students, and community iViembers, 
Welcome to last edition of The Sword for the academic 
school year. I have enjoyed my time as the editor-in-chief of 
this great paper and had some really great people to help me 
along the way. The trials and tribulations of running a school 
paper staffed by the students cpn be very great at times. The 
other side of that is watching the growth that takes place over 
eight months and seeing confidence where there was once 
hesitation. I am a person who gets more from helping someone 
else reach a goal or just realize they deserve the compliment 
just giyen than anything that I accomplish persop^Uy. 
I would like to thank everyone who helped with the 
paper but I also want to say a special thank you to the other 
editors that kept this paper running throughout the year. Amanda 
has been my strong second through most of the journey and I 
could not have done any of this without her. Meredith, Jade, 
and Jake are the people who dealt with the writers the most , ,. , . ^ ^ . 
and provkted the.graced our paper eac|T,,montb,-< These iour ke^t me sane 
this past year and 1 know my family appreciates all the hard work they have put in. 
I would like to say a final thank you to Eric Dregni who Qjferpd me this pfl^sjfiQn,-.and,Iateefed 
me along the way. He gave me great advice when I was going down the wrong road for 
picking and approving certain articles for the paper. His job is, thankless and behind the scenes 
but this paper would not last without his leadership and mentoring. I would also like to thank 
all the readers for your comments and suggestions as I walk down the halls of the,,p^mpys or 
whenever our paths cross. You continue to make this paper worth every minute, th^t is spent 
putting it together. This is goodbye for now, even though I will still see you In, the Ji^ils and 
around campus but then I wilt just be another satisfied reader of The Sword. 




•April Con^ions: The photo with the Men's Basketball article was taken by Maria Cruz s 
The April Crossword did not match the clue. It is reprinted on page 14 
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By Seth Wehrs 
Student Teaching 
My Experience in the Classroom 
•Uo O". 
As a Literature and Communications Arts major studying to 
get licensed to teach fifth through twelfth grade, I student taught at 
two different schools teaching English classes for fifth, sixth, seventh, 
eighth, ninth, and eleventh grade. My first placement was at the high 
school • level, then after ten weeks I moved to the middle school level. 
I began the student teaching experience for ten weeks at Eagan 
High School. There, I taught two sections of freshmen English and 
two sections of junior English every day. The freshmen were studying 
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, and the juniors were studying F. Scott 
Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby. Teaching two sections of each class, 
I was able to see the differences in class behavior that correspond 
with which students are in the class and what time of day the 
class is. For example, my second period freshmen and my last 
period freshmen were two, extremely different classes. In the morning, 
the freshmen were very quiet and cooperative and in the 
afternoon, they were very difficult to manage. Both of my 
junior classes were back-to-back, so there was 
not much difference there. 
While at Eagan High School, I worked with 
two different cooperative teachers, Noah 
Mass and Nikki Francek. Mr. Mass was my 
cooperating teacher for the junior classes 
and Ms. Francek worked with the freshmen. • 
Both Noah and Nikki were the best 
cooperating teachers 1 could have 
asked for in this experience. They were 
extremely knowledgeable, well-liked and 
respected by their students. I was 
able to pick up on things that 
they did in the classroom which 
made them both such successful 
teachers, and incorporate those things 
into my own teaching. 
After my ten weeks at Ea­
gan High School, I moved on to 
teach at the middle school level. 
I was assigned to King of Kings in 
Roseville for six weeks. At King of Kings, 
I taught fifth through eighth grade English. 
This school was very unique in that the fifth 
and sixth grade classes shared both a classroom 
and curriculum, and the seventh and eighth grades did 
the same. So even though I was teaching four different grade 
levels, I only needed to prepare two lesson plans for each day. With 
the fifth and sixth grades, 1 first taught a bit of grammar, then moved 
on to writing book reports. The grammar was very easy to teach, 
because the students had already been studying it and had a very firm 
grasp of the material. Writing the book reports was a bit more difficult, 
because some of the information that 1 was teaching them was new and 
we needed to take a few days of class time to make sure that they 
were doing everything correctly. In the seventh and eighth grade class, 
we began my time there with a two week unit on poetry, followed by a 
t<pit on public speaking, -tt was difficult to really fcover much information 
on poetry, because of the extremely limited time that I was given. The 
speech unit I cannot yet comment on, because we are still working on 
it. Since I only teach two classes per day at King of Kings, I spend 
the rest of my time (mainly in the afternoons) watching over study 
halls and tutoring students who need a bit of extra help in English. 
My cooperating teachers at King of Kings are Hannah Incitti, 
Keith Esala, and, unofficially, Doug Johnson. Hannah is the regular 
fifth and sixth grade teacher, while Keith is the seventh and eighth 
grade English teacher. Doug Johnson, who does not teach English, is 
the teacher who is in charge of teaching the rest of the subjects to 
the seventh and eighth grade classes, so I work with him quite often 
to coordinate the timing of classes and study halls. All three of these 
teachers are excellent at what they do, and all three are well-liked by 
their students. I regularly work with Hannah Incitti as well, but not so 
often with Keith Esala. This is because he has other teaching positions 
at other schools, so his time at King of Kings each week is limited. 
The two things that most surprised me about student 
teaching were a) that I actually had the skills necessary to be an 
effective teacher and b) the amount of freedom that my 
cooperating teachers give me. The 
reason that I was surprised by ability to 
actually teach was that I did not feel 
prepared at all. I had, of course, taken all the 
appropriate classes at Concordia, but I 
had never actually been in charge of a 
classroom of students before. It did take 
me a while to get into the swing 
of things, but after a few weeks 
at Eagan High School I was per­
fectly comfortable in front of the 
classes. That, fortunately, carried 
over to when I started at King of 
Kings, and I had no trouble div­
ing right in. I was also surprised 
by the amount of freedom that 
my cooperating teachers gave me, 
because I had heard stories from a 
friend of mine at CUW (Concordia 
Wisconsin) who had the experience of 
having her cooperating teachfer looking 
over her shoulder constantly. She had to 
get every lesson plan that she wrote okayed 
by the cooperating teacher two days prior to 
when she would actually teach the lesson. 1 
have had no such experience. At both Eagan High 
School and at King of Kings, my cooperating teach­
ers have only asked me what I planned to do, not asked 
to see the actual lesson plans. And they do not do this every day, 
just every once in a while. They do fill out evaluations for me, but 
1 am given the freedom to basically do whatever I want each day. 
1 was very nervous when 1 started student teaching, but 
fortunately I have gotten into the swing of things and am able to 
do what 1 need to. I did not think that I had what it takes to be a 
teacher, but it turns out that I do. For that, I would like to thank all 
of the professors I have had at Concordia over the last five years. 
Even though not all of the professors teach education or. English 
courses, I feel that each professor I have had cfass- with" has givert 
me at least a small amount of the overall skills that I need. Thank 
you all for the education that you have given me, and for the help 
you have provided as I made my journey through five years of college. 
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By Katrina Bell 
Theology and Ministry Club 
The Theology and Ministry Club originally came about as 
three different ministry clubs merging together. "Essentially what we 
do is that we provide ministry and Bible study opportunities for the 
students here on campus and we do that through bible 
studies that we do almost weekly, and events 
around campus." So says President of the 
Theology and Ministry Club, Josh Eckstein. 
The Theology and Ministry Club has hosted 
The Reformation party that occurred near 
Halloween, a Christmas party, and their 
most recent event, Passion on the Knoll. 
Passion on the Knoll was a successful event 
that included two parts, the first part con­
sisting of a skit/drama that was adapted 
from a script that some of the students did 
at Camp Omega. The club went through a 
display of the "Passion narrative" starting 
with the Pharisees wondering what Jesus is 
doing- to Judas's betrayal and all the way 
until Jesus's resurrection and the disciples 
going out and telling others. The second part 
consisted of a worship service, songs, and a 
message from Pastor Tom. Eckstein states, "The 
bigger events we have on average about 
thirty people. And for the bible studies, we • • 
have around ten or less people. Most of the people that come art* in 
ministry programs, but there are other people that come that are not." 
Josh Eckstein is currently a Junior DCE and will be beginning 
an internship at Hosanna Lutheran Church in Masa, Arizona this coming 
July. "There are a lot of different emotions, it's quite a big distance." 
Eckstein says, "I'm excited to go out into the field and actually 
putting the things I've learned into practice." 
Eckstein is the Student Body President 
co-leader in the chapel service Taize,- Tech 
supervisor for the chapel and 908 services, 
cameraman for sporting events, and President 
of the Theology and Ministry Club. About his 
daily responsibilities, Eckstein states, "1^ feel 
like being a president in this dub and other 
things is definitely a good lesson in leadership, 
being able to make decisions, and at the 
same time work with a group. 1 feel like that 
is a very important part of ministry because 
you have to be able to make decisions on our 
own and work things on you own^biit you also 
have to work with and listen 46 l«he<-^people. 
I think I will apply the lot of that 1o ministry." 
About the Club, Eckstein stresses, "Even 
though it is called Theology and Ministry 
club, it is open to everyone. Even if you 
^ r e  o o f  a  C h r i s t i a n ,  <  y o u - c a t t " - « f i l l a n d  
fearn *^ttat *?christrans 'know - and' believe." 
The Theology and Ministry Club currently meets in the Graebner 
Memorial Chapel on Tuesday evenings at 9:00 p.m. 
- i y a n  a t f i j  
By Karina Schlecht 
Athlete of the Month 
Kyle Dolton 
"I had skates on and a bat in hand at two," Kyle Dalton 
explains where he got his baseball start. He played hockey for 16 years, 
but after getting recruited by Lunch McKenzie and visiting Concordia, he 
decided to join the baseball team. "I've always dreamed of being paid 
to play baseball," he says, and Concordia gave him the opportunity 
to play at the next level. Dalton is a senior studying English with a 
Literature focus, and after being the first in his family to get a college 
degree, he hopes to get an internship with Wilson Baseball Company. 
After being honored by the NSIC as player of the week 
in April 2014 and eaming placements on multiple First-Teams for 
utility and outfield, Dalton went on to being selected for the NCBWA 
Preseason All-America and Central Region First Teams selection at utility. 
Dalton played second base through high school and for his first two 
and a half years at Concordia, but he is now a center fielder. Although 
he loves playing the infield, he says he'll do "whatever the team 
needs," and he is clearly bringing a lot to the team in the outfield. 
Dalton says his game has improved a lot since coming to 
Concordia, passing well beyond what he thought he might be able 
to do in any other program. "We have a great group of seniors," 
Dalton says, "There are only five of us now, and it's crazy to think 
I'm one of them, but we have an outstanding class of juniors and 
sophomores that are gonna leave a good legacy for this program 
after [the seniors] leave." He believes the biggest impact Concordia 
has made on him is to help him understand teamwork. In high 
school, cliques and social politics often get in the way of the team, 
but in college the players are around each other 24/7. Dalton says 
he didn't truly understand the bond that professional or big university 
teams have until he joined the Golden Bears: "When I came here I 
really started to realize - your team is your family, and they're ail 
your brothers when you're out there and when you're off .the field 
so you have to support them 100% and always have their backs." 
May2015 SPORTS 
By Tony Kohanek 
Snow's Gone, Baseball's Back 
The snow that used to plague our lawns and roads has 
finally melted and could possibly be gone until October, when 
we start this mess all over again. Until then, we have the 
Concordia Baseball season to keep us entertained as we finish 
off the back-end of the season. The team is in its final few 
weeks of play until its final regular season game on May second. 
The end is drawing near and so far the squad has been 
hovering around .500 for most of the year. So far the team has 
had only two games at home. The last home game was tJack On 
the Seventh of April against St. Cloud State, which they lost, the 
same result as their other previous home game. This year the team 
started out at the 2015 Tucson Invitational down in Arizona. The team 
played their first eight games of the season down there and went 
2-6, with the two wins coming against Minot State (N.D). First one 
was a final score of 9-8 in ten innings and the second win was 
by a score of 13-9. All the traveling has been tough on the team 
according to Coach Mackenzie said on April 14th. "Since March 
31 we have traveled to, Wayne, Nebraska, Bemidji, Minnesota, the 
University of Mary in Bismarck, North Dakota, and Aberdeeh, South 
Dakota." That's a lot of miles to piut on a team in such a short time. 
Back when Coach Mackenzie was last interviewed, the team 
was in third place in the NSIC conference with a conference record 
of 12-6 in the conference. In order to keep improving. Coach says, 
"The team needs to take each game one at a time. Each game is 
either a win or a loss no one ganw counts more than the next." 
After graduating the 2014 class of seniors, there would need 
Photo By Maria Cruz 
to be some new incoming players to step up and pick up the lost 
productivity. Two players have done just that. Freshmer* Connor Olson 
and Adam Hildebrandt have made contributions to the team's success. 
Hopefully, there will be more May ball in Concordia 
University - St. Paul's future as the team fights for a spot in the 
NSIC tournament and hopefully the NCAA championship tournament. 
By Adam Svien 
Spring Football 
Spring Football is underway at Concordia and it's great lu see and the competitive itch is coming back for everyone, and it is very 
firsthand, the work that is being put in by the football players, not just noticeable. Both offensive and defensive players are out to prove 
on the field, but in the meeting rooms as well. Before you know it, themselves to the coaches, themselves, and each other. A key 
it will be fall, and another Golden Bear football season will be upon aspect of anv' team is comradery, and gaining that mutual respect for 
uSi CSfrt'^he field,- players are getting 
antsy-f^r cS&mptetitlort^ offensive line vs 
defensive line,' receivers vs secondary, 
runnlih^sfbaOks- vs line backers; the 
pads ••^o^irtf t ahd'^^he- feoaches 
are teichfi^^ and everyone is focused. 
Spring ball might not seem 
important to some, however, it's-yery 
important. Scheme structures,^'tpam 
building, self-evaluations, position 
battles, knock off that winter rust, and , 
lay a hit on someone every oncejland ,' 
a while. Everyone is working hard, 
not just physically but also mentally 
and intellectually as well. Players 
spend hours in rooms with coaches 
going over» video of the previous 
day's practice, learning what they did 
well, and where they need to improve. 
Learning the new plays, and how to 
Photo By Adam Svien 
the men around you. A big piece 
of that is found in spring ball, in 
the end everyone has the same goal 
and that is to win games and that 
happens when everyone comes together 
to achieve the goal and the more op­
portunity to come together the better. 
With a hyper focus on 
technique and reps, each position 
group breaks off into their own area 
of the field to work on and iniprove 
their skills. With a coach's assistance 
they run drills over and over, then 
get together to execute what they 
worked on as a team, offense vs 
defense; loser has to do extra work. 
It's clear to see that this 
is going to be a fun season with 
the guys all working hard. Offense, 
defense and special teams are 
execute said plays. After the meetings, it's time to get dressed get performing really well while still looking to improve. So make sure that 
on the field, and go to work. Then do it all over again next practice. when fall does roll around, to come out to a game, and get loud! 
After being cooped up all winter, the weather has gotten nicer 
SPORTS/REVIEW May2015 
Micah Niebuhr and His Javelin 
By Michael Limmel 
There are many events in traclc and field that are overlooked. If 
asked, could you name all the events at the typical track meet? You 
might answer, sprints, distance, high jump, long jump, but you probably 
wouldn't say javelin. Javelin is not the most popular event in track, but 
sophomore Micah Niebuhr hopes to leave his mark this year in the NSIC. 
Coming to Concordia in the fall of 2013, Niebuhr decided, 
after going to a captain's practice with his roommate, to join the track 
team. Not long after, Niebuhr decided that he wanted to throw javelin. 
When asked why he chose javelin Niebuhr said, "Having the opportunity 
to throw a seven foot long spear really far, was super appealing." 
This year transfer student, Joe Owens decided to join Niebuhr 
in throwing javelin. Niebuhr and Owens hope to step up their level of 
competition this year. Last year Niebuhr was the only one to throw javelin. 
"Last year was eye opening," Niebuhr said. He hopes to improve upon 
his individual performance, while also providing a boost to team scores 
at the conference meets. When asked how he feels the javelin team will 
perform this year Niebuhr said, "We are both still in a learning phase 
where we are building on fundamentals and technique. If we can get our 
technique down, we have the potential to blow people out of the water." 
Micah Niebuhr is not the only Niebuhr to have participated 
in sports here at Concordia St. Paul. He hopes to follow in the 
footsteps of his father Kurt Niebuhr, who was selected ^to the 
Concordia Hall of Fame in 2004 for baseball, soccer^ and wrestling. 
You can check it out on the walls of the Gangelhoff Center. 
While Kurt did not participate in track, dearly the athletic gene 
runs in the Niebuhr family. The expectations are high this year for Micah 
Niebuhr and the rest of the track team, after sending four athl^s to 
nationals for the indoor season. The whole team looks to improve upon 
their performance while also lifting the level of competition in the NSIC. 
By Jade Kslbo 
Movie Review 
The Theory of Everything 
0; 
With numerous award nominations and fots of Oscar buzz 
sunrounding The neary of Everything  ̂ I knew it was a movie that 
I had to see for myself. Based on the meimir Travâ ng to Infinity: 
My Life with St̂ en by Jane WUcle Hawking (Ftiidty Jones), 
ttie fUm folkMws lier personal experiences vnth her fammjs 
ex-hu^nd, ^t^)hen HawMng (Eddie Red­
mayne), beginning tiie time they met 
as students at Cambridge University 
ThefHm begins wKhSte(4ienasa young 
orilege man. He is with 
his friends, laughing and . 
riding around on bkrydes — a 
haunting image when rantrast-
ed to his future. Like oth­
ers his age, he jokes and at­
tends parties. At one of these 
college parties, he meets Jane 
Wilde. The two hit it off and 
quickly t>ecome a couple, 
even though she is a devout 
Catholic and Stephen is not. 
Shortly after, Stephen is di­
agnosed with ALS, a progres­
sive neurological disease, and told 
that he has two years to live. 
He takes comfort knowing his brain 
is the one thing it does not affect. 
Stephen is devastated, but he and 
Jane marry and start a family. As the movie 
progresses, Stephen's condition worsens, and 
he turns into the Stephen Hawking most of us are 
familiar with. He has a limp that requires crutches, and 
ultimately, results in a wheelchair. He also loses his ability to speak 
well, and eventually, because of a tracheotomy, he can't speak at all. 
After a while, it becomes clear that it is a strain on the 
marriage. Jane needs h  ̂because she can't take care of Stephen 
on her own anymore. Evoi ttiough their tnarriage eventually disinte­
grate and Oiey fall in tove wtth otfter people, the two remain dose 
friends. H shows tiiat without Jane, Stephen wouM not 
be the fomous ^nan that we know he is today. 
But what really makes this film 
the acting. Eddie Redmayrw^s Oscar-
winning performance of Stephen Hawking 
4eaves nothing to be desired. From 
Redmayne's performance of the slow 
and painful decline of ALS, to 
the way he emanates Haying's 
physical and mental nuances, it 
is easy to forget when watch­
ing that Redmayne is, In fact, 
not the real Stephen Hawk­
ing. In contrast. Felicity Jones' 
tender, and honest performance 
of Jane Wilde Hawking leaves 
you wondering what you would 
do if you were in her place. 
With an empha­
sis on the concept of time in 
both a physical and metaphori­
cal sense, this film explores how 
two lives intersect and influence one 
another, and the way that different 
outcomes in life can depend on the decisions 
made in single moment — something we have all 
experienced. If you're looking for action or comedy, this 
film isn't for you. But if you're looking for a great picture with a 
fantastic script, great directing, award-winning actors, and a moving 
soundtrack, then The Theory of Everything is your perfect Saturday night. 
THE SVfORD 
Birdman 
w * V 
{ V  ̂ i  ̂
By Bailey Thompson 
After hearing the buzz about how "weird" and "different 
the Oscar winning film Birdman (or The Unexpected Virtue of 
ignorance), directed by Alejandro Gonzalez In^r-
ritu was, I watched it with an open mind. I fell 
in the middle of the meter of love and hate. 
When watching Birdman, I couldn't help but 
be reminded of 2010's critically celebrated film Black 
Skls/Ti Biati films are set in the world of the arts, 
though Birdman focused more on live theater, 
while Black Swan was set in the world of profes­
sional ballet; The main characters become haunted 
by aPCtiaracter they are playing or have played in 
the past and share an obsession over perfection. 
The pressure to do well in front of the audience 
eventually becomes too much for them to handle, 
and their mental stabilitiesare put at risk. The 
sporadic humor in Birdman added a lighthearted 
relief to the drama that Black Swan, 
a psychological thriller, did not offer. 
Although the tensions carried throughout 
the films differed, I continued tonotice similar. {»^ 
themes in both the stories. 
Indnritu begins Birdman a shot of the 
maio character. Biggin Jhomsfln tMiehaet Keatpnfv levi-
-tatmg to th®:3 a(^s?intro«jucingg teoi^ balUtcir-g'^ nv. r? 
nations,' right away. Riggin believes he is 'beingr hasintedoby ̂ a , 
pcevioas film character he played, the famous comic-book: superhero 
Birdti^s. -birdman taunts Riggin and serves as his subconscious 
mwd #la^ifigv^tficks on him. Along with his hatlucinatiQ^ of Birdman 
cor9&f]hit0»»Baginafy telekinetic powers that he use^|^^^ut the film. 
From ttftiijv«f5fi:»4Steirtf we are shown a man ,<^pWl^^eadv arixioUs 
mind, and we watch him shift to an even more paranoid state. 
The theme of being relevant is apparent throughout this film. 
Riggan is determined to be remembered for something other than 
hi52|>9st |flchieM©«»ntSM?fand he wants to be recognized as an actual 
aitiists;l=0thp9rf^ti»arv* a phony movie star. He hopes to achieve this by 
writirtSiUf-direfflting, and starring in his own play on Broadway. This 
playv causes i many stressors in Riggan's life and pushes him onto 
thenfcdge. througft^i all the chaos, his desire to be relevant 
is: not- lostjisThis demonstrated how, as humans, we are willing to 
do anything to be noticed and to feel special, because without that 
validalk>n that we are something, we are nothing. Especially in today's 
society, when everybody is famous, or at least has the opportunity 
to be seen, the appeal to become noticed is much stronger. These 
ideas are played out and mentioned several times throughout the film. 
I; found Riggan's daughter, Sam (Emma Stone), to be the most 
important character to Riggan in this film. She is the mystery character; 
all we know about her is her drug addiction and recent visit to rehab. 
Her look, and the way she carries herself from the very beginning, 
comes off as careless and bored, along with some resentment towards 
her ego-obsessed father. Sam helps make Riggan a more humanized 
person, rather than just a celebrity figure. Often, actors are viewed 
as anything other than normal, but the father-daughter relationship 
helps bring him back to reality and away from his hallucinations. The 
struggle for Riggan to be an authority figure for his grown daughter 
is also present, as he tries to guide her into a life without drugs. 





cuts. Shots are long and continuous. This gives it a sense of 
being in the moment with the charac­
ters, which is great because of how 
evident the idea of being in the moment is with­
in the Broadway aspect of the story. The cam­
era is constantly in motion, only adding to 
the film's disoriented and stressful vibe. But 
this film is not all stress and drama; it is 
humorous as well. It is a bit confusing when I 
find myself laughing while a man is on the brink 
of craziness, but that makes it more interesting, 
Birdman (or The Unexpected Virtue of 
Ignorance) is a good movie, and I truly en­
joyed watching it. I appreciate the unique 
style of filming that fits so well with the 
vibe of the film, but I also feel it is miss­
ing something. I can only think the feeling 
emptiness is intentional for the audience, due to 
the film being so open ended. Birdman is not 
as unique as I hoped it would be, as it reminds 
me of Black Swan, which is not to say it isn't 
different, because it is in some ways. I have not yet put my 
finger on what is missing from it, but maybe I was never meant to. 




By Taro Rupiper 
Movie Review 
Insurgent 
They will come with the fire of hell and anger of the thousand 
men. In the sequel to the first installment In the Divergent series, 
Divergent, Tris (Shailene Woodley) and Four (Theo James) are back 
for revenge in Insurgent. When the first movie ended, Tris had lost her 
parents, friends, and a corrupted society, including its notorious leader, 
Jeanine Matthews. Tris is dealing with her parent's death, but she 
especially feels guilty over her friend Will's death since she took his 
life. To avenge their deaths and fix how society is run, she and Four 
plot to try and kill Jeanine and destroy the tainted culture she created. 
The biggest threat Tris and Four face is Jeanine and the mysterious 
box, which is supposed to have been left with data from the city's founders 
and end the Divergence issue. Unfortunately for Jeanine, the box needs 
to be opened by a Divergent, and she has been trying to eradicate 
the city of Divergence's presence since she thinks they are a deadly 
threat to her "peaceful" society. The Divergent who tries to open the 
box must successfully complete the tasks specific to each of the five 
factions: Abnegation, Erudite, Dauntless, Amity, and Candor. Once 
Jeanine realizes Tris is one who can open the box, she sends suicide 
zombies to give Tris an incentive to turn herself in. Tris takes the 
bait and undergoes five brutal and intense tasks to open the box. Will 
Tris have the courage arid strength to outwit Jeanine and the^box? 
I was excited to see this movie because I had seen Divergent 
and was blown away by the-story*,.! was,4lla(J la; ^r^rn of 
these characters and the actors who play them so effortlessly. I have to 
admit though, I wasn't a -Shailene Woodtey fan after The Secret Life of 
the American Teenager, where I found her annoying and whiney. After 
seeing her cast in A Fault in Our Stars and Divergent, I was upset 
that they had cast who I thought was a horrible actress, and I was 
convinced that she would ruin the movies. However, I was surprised at the 
performance she gave. Now, in insurgent, Woodley has clearly stepped up 
her A-game. This has been the best performance I have seen from her. 
As for the nrovie itself, I loved it. It was ftinny, intens^^ sad, 
and visually appealing. I loved the effects they used, as well fs the 
way they kept the audience on the edge of the seat with some surpris­
es in the plot. It was an entertaining film that kept me rooting for Tris 
sand on ihe edge Ql ,my^.^^t. 1 would definitely see this moyie again 
in a heartbeat. One that note, I will gladly give Insurgent 5 Swords. 
Music Review 
Carrie & Lowell 
.ieiJneJoq I I JJT 
"fitf-d aifi egns^ 
By Trenton Burns 
I'm calling it now: SuQan Stevens will be hailed as a 
national treasure in a few decades, much the sarna^ way we 
celebrate names like Woody Guthrie, Mu^JdsT^^SSiBrters,*'' Janis 
Joplin, and Johnny Cash — distinct voices, American voices, creating 
music that continues to reverberate through our collective consciousness. 
Sufjan Stevens would fit well in this pantiieon of c^eail^ icons. 
With the release of his seventh fstudio album, Carrie ~ 
Stevens has more than earned the ^ght to stand amoflgst 
For the uninformed, Stevens is ab 
feeling comfortable in realms of folk 
experimental electronica and everywh^^.}^'fotweea. 
success of both Michigan (2003) wl*'' Illinois 
installments in his overly-ambitious "Fi^ States" project, wherein 
would release an album for each state * In the Uftlon, Stevens has 
been steadily garnering notoriety beyond the independent record store 
crowd. With the recent sneak-peak of his latest album on NPR, his 
exposure has hit an all-time high, and we are all the better for it. 
Carrie & Lowell is an intimate exploration of Sufjan's grief 
over the death of his estranged mother, Carrie, in 2012, It is 
a strong return to fonm for Stevens, a sharp departure from his 
the ether like hushed prayers of petition before God, Stevens leaves' 
his personal diary right out there on the table for all to read. Within 
its tear-stained pages, we witness a man fighting with the confusing, 
exacerbating qualities of sorrow, the aftermath of a mother too fearful 
of parenthood, the regret and shame of a grown man trapped in 
adolescencer and the many questions left in the wake fi^sj^i^ing. 
With "The 'Only Thing," a man in his 40s tries to come to terms 
the mythology of his own life, attempting to make sense of 
mingly incompatible feelings of anger and love thati exist 
^fiw this mother-mythos. "The Only Thing" is perhaps an 
, 8$.- ^t^vens makes dear that human emotion and 
1 eannot t>e boiled down and easily digested, 
ugh has been argued by some to be too monotone 
at arranginnmt, 1 find that it fits the viscous flow of depression 
ness, two of the ^srfbum's strongest central themes — each song 
intottie next, two emotions interplaying off of one another, as they 
0 in life, neither seemingly willing to give the other any ground. 
i^uQan Stevens is a grand storyteller, a talent all the more 
amplified by his honesty and self-awareness. This album is a narrative 
gift that inches t>eyoMnd the scope of music. It"would be presumptuous 
previous album, the chaotically electronic The Age of Adz (2010.)"At^ and mom lhan a little naive to prescribe an album like this to anyone 
our- tl'iSf'IWBTflTO th tight 44:35, Stevens has managed to condense his own creative j ­
ney as a musician into eleven tracks of brutally honest self-reflection. 
With his wispy vocals and uncluttered strings floating out into 
ey're crowned by stomi clouds, but there is a real power 
here. At the very least, it is an album to be saved for a rainy day. 
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Movie Review 
Furious 7 
By Michael Limmel 
Who would have ever thought that a movie about street racers 
would cause people to leave a theater in tears? That is exactly what 
Furious 7 has done throughout the entire world. Furious 7 is going to 
t)e a hit. The fast cars and intense action scenes will appeal to thrill 
seekers, the family aspects will draw in emotional viewers, and the 
tribute to Paul Walker will entice everybody else. It was questioned 
whether the new addition would live up to the past stereotypical themes 
of the the Fast and the Furious series: fast cars, beautiful women, 
and family. Director James Wan kept these 
themes while he also adding new ideas 
to the franchise. He did an excellent Job 
directing this movie, and his past experiences 
with horror films (The Conjuring, Saw, 
and insidious 2) are evident through the 
unique camera angles during the fighting, 
landscape, and dramatic scenes. 
Wan was thrown a curve ball on 
November 30, 2013 when one of the lead 
actors, Paul Walker, died in a car crash. 
Fans were devastated. Wan and the writers 
decided to rewrite the ending of the movie, 
adding in a tribute to Paul Walker. Since . 
Walker was unable to finish 
were asked to sfand in as body df^bles*/addition to using Paul's 
brothers as body doubles, the i^ew "CGI and ^rateglc lighting 
and camera angles to add Paul's face onto his t>rothers' txxiies. 
However, the story line of this movie is shallow at best 
with many different side stories that never completely developed to 
their full potential. Deckard Shaw, played by Jason Sfatham, comes 
to avenge his brother, Owen Shaw (Luke Evens), from Fast and 
Co^ 
Furious 6. Deckard Shaw begins killing each member associated with 
the infamous team that was formed in Fast Five, it is up to Dominic 
Toretto (Vin Diesel), to stop Shaw from destroying his "family." 
What makes Furious 7 a must-see is the message about family 
and the tribute to Paul Walker. Throughout the series, Dom is all 
about his "family." Furious 7 does a great job of tying all of the 
fast and furious movies together by bringing them back to Race Wars, 
driving undemeath trucks, and bringing in characters from past movies. 
Sitting in the theater watching the 
tribute to Paul Walker, it was hard to keep 
a dry eye. The tears start filling your eyes 
when the crew is sitting on the beach 
and each character fakes the time to say 
something that not only hits to the character 
of Brian O'Connor, but also to the life of 
Paul Walker. When the tribute starts, Dom is 
driving off and Paul comes up next to him at 
a stop sign. The writers did an excellent job 
of bringing out emotions. Then, when they 
are driving off into the disfance and the road 
splits, you hear Dom's lines about brother­
hood and family. The tears just come flowing. 
•AM a ^ aaunctea^ pwfectly mhances the movie. Each 
song affects you, pulling you into the movie, whether it is enhancing the 
action scenes or increasing emtrtioh. For exarAple, Wiz Khalifa's track 
"See You Again" added even more emotion to Hie tribute for Paul Walker. 
Movies are an art, and it takes collaboration from great minds 
to create a great film. In movies like Furious 7, the storyline doesn't 
make the movie great. What makes Furious 7 a must-see is the thrilling 
action scenes and the emphasis on the imporfance of family and friends. 
Theater Review 
.US3= Jj u a  l O  
By Lydto Detwiiler 
Riverview Theater 
•-located at the corner of East 38th Avenue and 42nd Street in 
the LOngfellow Neighborhood, Riverview Theater is unquestionably 
the best neighborhood theater in Minneapolis. 
The theater first opened in 1948 and has been successful ever since, 
a testimony to its greatness. Much of the original furnishing and decOr has 
survived its long existence, giving it a palpable vintage feel. It is brightly lit 
and generously decorated with a welcoming and comforfable atmosphere. 
The single auditorium is furnished with "v . . botti Dolby Digital and 
DTS Digifal sound installed, a rarity for a single auditorium" (according 
to riverviewtheater.com). The theater has a capacity of over 700 
viewers, and it has stadium seating in plush, high back rocker seats, which 
prevent sore behinds. 
Riverview is known for having the "best popcorn in town," 
a title first coined in the Pioneer Press. The theater doesn't believe 
that artificial flavoring is what customers deserve. Instead, they use 
real butter. It may be the best popcom I've ever had. Customers 
often stop by, solely to pick up some popcom on their way home. 
It may surprise readers ^at 1 have y^ to reveal this 
theater's greatest virtue: cost of entrance, on a regular night, is $3 for 
adults over 11, while seniors and children pay $2. Matinees before 6 p.m. 
on all days are $2, and Tuesday nights are $2 for all. I have entered 
and bought a medium popcom and drink for the same price of entrance to a 
bigger theater. 
Riverview's only flaw, if you see it as one, is that it shows movies 
a few months after they've premiered at large theater chains. However, 
Riverview shows the movies that people want to see while doing annual, 
smaller things on the side. Popular examples of this include the summer late 
night classics, Christmas specials, and Olympic and World Cup showings. 
"Why the ceaseless success, especially in a worid where bigger 
and newer is better?" The short and simple answer is that Riverview 
Theater has something for everyone. It is a family owned business, 
located conveniently in the middle of a Minneapolis neighborhood, and it 
has a plethora of options for movies. It is a place where a 
- community gathers together to laugh, cry, and interact without the 
usual movie theater menfality of watch and leave. People want to be 
there, and customers value the comfort and character it offers over the big 
and new qualities of larger ttieaters. 
There's no denying it — Longfellow Neighborhood has got it good. 
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Modem Day Odometer 
Nike Fuel Band 
By Andrew Connors 
The Nike Fuel Band is a modern-day odometer. Instead of 
counting your steps of your walk or run, it calculates all types of 
information from your workout. The band is a bracelet you wear around 
your wrist that takes readings. These readings are calculated using 
your heart rate and the amount of motion you perform, determining 
the amount of calories you burn throughout the day. 
You simply put in information about you, such 
as your height and weight, and it will 
determine the amount of calories you 
burn every day and give you a 
complete review of your work­
out. It also keeps data on a 
program that you can access 
through your computer or 
phone with the help of the 
Nike app and their website. 
The website keeps 
chiEiils and data about your 
daily calorie intake ^ and 
what you're' doing to "burn It 
off. The program and band are 
designed to help you 'understand' Why 
they may not be losing as much 
as you Wanted, or t6"*l>elp kieeji)'track of hoW^ ' ' ' ^ 
many Calories you burn^'off in'^'a day. I'm a big fan' 
the program because" it helps you keep on a regular schedule by 
'sft^ing you what day& you worked the hardest and how often you 
work out. Usually, when someone is trying to lose weight, they just 
change their diet and workout more. However, pfeopfe' 8dn^M 'rtiake 
• .  • /  •  
a plan or track everything they do. But this product tracks it for 
you. The only thing that you must do is update the calorie counter. 
While this product is cool, new technology that can helpi Vou lose 
weight, it has some problems that Nike is working to improve for future 
models. The main flaw is that the original band is somewhat bulky, 
and it; can be pretty uncomfortable to workout %ith; it's 
like a flash drive shaped wristwatch. It's also 
known to make miscalculations and add 
more exercise to your day than you 
actually performed, mostly in the 
motion readings. I can't really 
see myself wearing the thing 
all day either, which is what 
is intended. I' would only 
wear if duHril^'^drkouts or 
other fbrrrtS'W^diceitlse to 
see how much fm working. 
This producr te the 
• future of workouts. " H is a 
*' good' iJroduct' that - can help 
';"'yoij fPacV^ y^^ an'^^'help you 
"^Sedide 6n^"''wftai''*yOu^Sliiouf3*'SSfi'^ It 
» - cv-i. '''^tist''9i^d§'• Work ^ the 
jecm Wnrf 'calculatiSlRil''The pnde^^^^^ 
$1150 which is fiair for the technology* the' band 
offers, but ft can be out of a lot of peoples price rari^s.'-'If Nike 
succeeds in making this product a normal workout todi, it''86ul8 Mange 
the' W€iy'you workout attd show what workoufe aVid'^lct/flffes^tfurft the 
*"rR^t'^'^loVies, ^i^owlfig the reason^ why somethlhg'^'l^^'^oP' you. 
•> 
The Common White Girl Strikes 
A Trend 
By Megan Johnson 
In society, taking thousands of selfies, worshipping NetfUx, 
and wearing leggings as pants is not only cool for the "common 
white girl," but is expected. If you are anywhere under 30 years 
old and have an Instagram, then you've definitely seen girts post 
selfies in leggings with Ugg boots. Why? Welt, being "common" or 
"average" is a bonus these days amongst teenagers. The stereotype 
of the "common white girl" is used interchangeably with "trendy." 
I wonder how this trend began. One day a typical popular 
high school girl was washing her favorite jeans and then she, 
being the cute yet ditzy girl she is, shrunk them in the dryer. 
I'm sure something to this effect came out of her mouth: "Oh 
my gawd!" What is a girl in her position to do? She has to 
face her friends tomorrow at school, so she wears leggings. All of 
her clique, and other less important followers, see these leggings, 
and what does everyone wear the next day? Leggings. And what 
goes with leggings? Of course, Ugg boots and a Starbucks drink! 
Maybe that didn't actually happen, but either way it is still 
a trend that plagues us today. Or does it? Can anyone truly 
say that they are better than the life of a "common white girl?" 
-IP v s-rii iSf't s si enovi©v9 
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Better «than thosfe Lululemon-wearing girls'e with^'itheir ts St^ucks 
addictions? Yeah, maybe most of us are better thkn that, but 
being common? Possibly not. Everyone loves to criticize tttis trend. 
However, that doesn't stop us from being common and 'average. 
What does this say about our society? Are we alt sheep? 
No. 1 will stand my ground and say, sure I occasionally wear 
leggings to the drugstore, but I would never wear leggings simply 
because others believe it's a formidable trend. It all goes ( back to 
the stereotype turned lifestyle of the "common white girl" that's 
overrunning schools everywhere. If I am not seen as common, what 
am 1? Odd, strange, weird? Raise your hand if you want to be 
neither common nor strange, but just you (my hand's raised). I say 
that we stop being common and instead embrace difference. That's all 
they talk about on the news — embracing gay rights, minority rights, 
and religious rights. Why not fashion rights? Let's stop the label of 
the "common white girl" and start being individuals. Sure, trends are 
always going to be around. Leopard print has been around since, 
well, forever, but that doesn't mean you need to follow trends blindly. 
Go forth and be you. Neither common nor weird, just you. 
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Life of a CONnoissuer 
By Jackie Martini 
The hours-long car ride was less painful than parking. As we 
all half-fall out of the car to stand and stretch, the event building 
looms above us, beckoning us forward. Everywhere around us, others 
are streaming forward, their goal the same as ours; the front door 
is the finish line of our journey, but the starting gun of the day. As 
we shuffle our way with the rest of the crowd to the ticket line, we 
pass fans of all kinds; plain-clothes fans who are just happy to be 
here, fans sporting t-shirts with faces, names, and numbers on them, 
and , f|ns,.who went far enough to dress up, do their hair, and paint 
their faces. Everyone is headed to the ticket area, either to confirm 
their pre-ordered tickets or to purchase whatever may be left. After 
a very long wait in line, we have our tickets and programs in hand 
and struggle to make our way to the main event area, taking our 
seats and watching the stage with one eye as we chat excitedly with 
members of our group and strangers alike. The chatter surrounding 
our group is electric. People have been waiting all year for this 
annual ritual — their yearly pilgrimage to see their favorite stars perform. 
Someone strides on stage, attitude. projecting thpt they are 
clearly in charge, and they address the crowd. Everyone falls silent (or 
mostly silent), a few whoops and cheers welcoming the speaker to the 
stage. They laugh, the energetic wave of their arm jiggling the lanyard 
and badge around their neck, "^iey there, everyone! IHow are you? 
Welcomel Let's get this convention started!" 
Most fan (inventions sfart this way; strnie nerd wlip has 
dedared himself King of the Microphone hof '̂on steger wd giv  ̂ a 
speech j^body woints to hear about how the weekend is going to go. 
The opening ceremonies are teke-or-ieave in most cases, but if you 
a» ttreiB fCM- Hiem, well — why not? Guests are introduced (much more 
exciting, particularly if you've got a main character from The Walking 
Dead or the fourth Doctor from Doctor Who handy), and around  ̂
lime we fe  ̂ as if ttie entire ten-page, doubie-coiumn program is 
going thcMmighly read just to torture us, we are dismissed; the world 
is once again our plaything. €veryone dashes off. People talce over 
their holel rooms, and if they did not arrive in co^ume, the costume is 
donned and makeup is painstaidngly a(^)iied. So tong as we sfay wilNn 
the walls of ttte convent center, we are in a kingdom of our own, 
and everyone is a firiend by the simple fact that they are here, too. 
Conventton centers are, for three or four days, a whirlwind 
of f^ple. There are panels back-to-back for days straight; some 
conventions have five or seven different rotations happening all at once 
so that it is impossible to attend every event unless there are many 
duplicates of you running around. The panels are led by fans volunteering 
their time, or special guests from the shows or movies, and they cover 
everything from the creation of the source material to works of art or 
fiction by fans of the show; sometimes guests make an appearance, 
including everyone from actors to make-up artists. Some panels discuss 
women's rights, some discuss self-defense, and some are open to 
suggestion. A popular panel idea is to get the room on Skype or random 
video chat generators to surprise strangers with a room crammed full 
of people dressed in costume together at eleven at night; these panels 
are restricted to eighteen years and older and are held late at night. 
There is also the artist's alley, a large room with desks 
shoved in as tightly as possible and comprised of merchants selling 
art and other trinkets centered around the show, showing up with 
carloads of materials, swords, axes, books, DVDs, dresses, shirts, 
skirts, soft plushes, button-makers, markers, high-grade paper, and 
sketchbooks, and leaving with hopefully nothing but money in their 
pockets. It is possible to spend all weekend (and all your money) 
just wandering around this niche of the community, chatting 
with overly-bright stall-runners and looking at the merchandise. 
The convention experience is different for everyone and 
differs from con to con. It is easy to spend every waking moment 
rushing from one floor to another, cramming in panel after panel 
on knitting, costuming, voice actors, and animation. It is also easy 
to sit down with friends — those you've brought or those you've 
made at the convention — and talk to tfiem ail day, completely 
ignoring the panels and events happening around you. Not everyone 
sfays up until two and is dressed again by seven, but you don't 
have to be losing sleep to get convention burnout. There is so 
much excitemerrt — so mudr to see, and so many people to talk 
to, by the last day a lot of participants are stouching around, hair 
half-mussed and eyes squinting as they stniggle to sfay awake. 
Why the appeal, ttien? Why spend time and money on a 
televiskm show and ttte (qiportunity to leave exhausted and poor? It's 
as dtangeable as ̂  conventi<Hi experience itself, but ft is invariable a 
matter of personal-ness. For ex«n( ,̂ my friend was di&^nosed witti 
Asf^ger's before I met her. WhHe she ftmctipns artnwst fiawlesidy in 
society, can ^11 have problems relating to peofrie, esped  ̂when 
emotions are involved. When she became a Urn df Doctor  ̂
gamed a family a group of peof  ̂ who h«l a tot in ccNnmon mrith 
her even tho^jh they had never ^x)ken to her before. I got to toww 
her through a television show created, produced, and filmed thousands 
of miles away. Through the didracters, she has leamed a lot, indud-
ing how to identify and navigate emotions which are still very foreign 
to her. She can speak to strangers for hours about this show, and it 
carries over into her everyday life, giving her practice and confidence. 
Outside of this topic, she found it very difficult to speak to others, and 
now she not only speaks to people she does not know, but she enjoys 
it. Her participation in the convention culture helped her to overcome 
this difficulty, and retuming to the world of Doctor Who for a weekend 
can feel, in a way, like coming home. I feel the same way; stepping 
into the convention hall is as thrilling as it is relaxing. There are new 
friends everywhere — or perhaps they are old friends, and I simply need 
to meet them. Some attendees are so young they won't even remem­
ber the gathering, but they are having a grand old time all the same. 
No matter what convention you choose to attend, be it Comic 
Con in San Diego where Trekkies and Dungeons and Dragons players 
rub elbows with fans of The Walking Dead, a genre-specific setting like 
Anime Minneapolis where all kinds of Japanese animation is celebrated, 
or something as specific as CONsole Room which is a three-day bash 
of Doctor M/fto-themed fun, these things are true. The binding force 
of the convention family makes conventions not only a great place to 
spend a weekend, but a place to find friends and create for yourself 
a little corner of the universe which is welcoming, engaging, and fun. 
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Book Review 
My Fat Mad Teenage Diary 
Have you ever, at one point or another, felt terrible, dis­
gusted, or unhappy about yourself? For most people, there is a point 
in time where they feel disgusted by their appearance. They don't 
feel happy in their own skin because either society or the person 
themselves says or thinks that they are not beautiful. This is exactly 
what the author of My Fat Mad Teenage Diary^ Rae Earl, feels as 
she spills her feelings about herself and the people she meets on 
her journey as a 17 year old teenager in the 1980s. This book is 
a collection of diary entries from Earl when she was a young girl. 
As a teenager from Stamford, Lincolnshire, Rae Earl never fit in 
because of her weight. She wasn't afraid to admit she was overweight, 
she knew that she was. Earl has never been fine with the way she looks. 
At one point, she turns to self-harm and emotional eating to cope with 
the way she feels about herself and the stress and pain that comes from 
everyday life. This, of course, will make anyone put on more weight. 
In My Fat Mad Teenage Diary, some days are better for Earl 
than others. She starts to feel better, or at least semi-normal, when 
she starts hanging out with some acquaintances of her best friend, 
Bethany. These friends have interesting names (not real names), like 
Haddock, Battered Sausage, Mort, and Bethany. But what is a book 
without some love interests? Earl definitely has a thing for Haddock, 
but unfortunately, he is involved with someone. She also shows some 
interest for Battered Sausage, but in the end, they just decide to be 
friends. These friends help Earl in a way she didn't think was possible; 
she thought she was heading down a dark path. By having great friends, 
she is able to pull through, but not without some slight issues first. 
As huge fan of the British series based off this book. My 
Mad Fat Diary, I was very interested to see if the show was any­
thing like the writing. I was both pleased and saddened that the 
book was different from the show. The main plot lines, setting, and 
structure are mostly the same. However, I quickly realized the book 
was going to be different, but not in a bad way. The characters' 
names are drastically different, but that didn't take away from the 
story at all; it was just different. I mean. Battered Sausage and 
Haddock? Why would an author use those names for characters? 
Still, My Fat Mad Teenage Diary made a standalone impres­
sion on me, just like the show. The book was funny, cute, and it is 
nr=' 
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relatable to girls and boys alike. I think that anyone wh6 has dealt 
with issues such as weight, depression, or self-harm would relate to a 
boisterous character like Earl. Like I said, I am a big fan of My Mad 
Fat Diary, which I also recommend, but now I love the book it was 
based off of as well. I will gladly give Rae Earl the honor ef^S-Svvords. 
P,S. 'On another note,  i  just wanted to say that't f iTS is my 
last isook review here at Concordia University, i started the book 
review section when I was just a freshmen here, and / am very 
proud of the books I have chosen to review and share with the uni-
v e r s i t y .  i  a m  h a p p y  t o  l e a v e  m y  " " b a b y "  t o  t h e  n e x t  w r i t e r T h e  
Sword who is willing to take up the challenged Atf f '^an ^say is 
thank you for allowing me to write about the books 1 loveP-'^ Tara 
By Taro Rupiper 
Percussioiv^nsemble 
A Night of Beats and Rhythms 
''H 





If you haven't been made aware of Concordia University St. 
Paul's fantastic percussion ensemble, you should be delighted to know 
that are always new chances to experience a fun and tremendously 
rhythmic night with the ensemble. Recently, CSP's percussion ensemble 
had a concert on April 27th at 8:00 p.m. in the Pearson Theater. 
The percussion ensemble is directed and lead by Profes­
sor Aaron Isakson, who uses his excellent teaching skills and per­
cussion expertise to encourage and share his knowledge of playing 
different instruments to create unique sounds. Before the concert. 
Prof. Isakson explained that it would feature music from an array 
of different sounds, such as orchestral music to Latin American in­
spired pieces. Some of the pieces included arrangements of "Oye' 
Como Va" and Mexican marimba rtKtste tha? hipfi^hted- "^thiQimooth 
grooves and infectious the rhythms of our neighbors to the' south." 
Other pieces that were showcased were "Three Brothers" (a "bom­
bastic" piece of music) and a piece called "Songo Concertino." 
Furthermore, Nick Anderson was featured on the xylophone 
in a fun piece called "Chopsticks," and Prof. Isakson premiered a new 
composition for drum set and percussion. Not only were there perfor­
mances by the whole ensemble, but there were also students from the 
Percussion Studio class who performed solos. Beforehand, Prof. Isakson 
shared one final word about the concert: "It promises to be an exciting 
line up of new and familiar drumming as well as artistic mallet work." 
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Spring Into Dance Review 
By Cossie Shaw 
Spring Into Dance III was an amazing sliowcase that 
premiered on Thursday, April 23. When I first walked into the theater, 
I didn't know what to expect until the lights went down and Jan Puffer 
entered onto the stage. She had a spotlight on her and a big smile 
that caught everyone's eye. Jan Puffer, the founder of Spring into 
Dance, gave a little background behind the show. This is the third year 
of Spring Into Dance. Puffer explained that auditions for chorographers 
were held in January, and auditions for dancers were in February. The 
dancers and choreographers worked long and hard for this special day. 
When the show began, dancers took their platee and the music 
started. As the dancers were dancing, they had an abstract background to 
bring out the piece. There were sixteen dance pieces that took place and they 
were all great, but Legacy and Haven't Met You Yet were my two favorites. 
Legacy was choreographed by Quang Nguyen, and 
the dancers were Alex Johnson, Bert Lee, and Quang Nguyen. 
They danced to "Love Never Felt so Good" by Michael Jackson, 
featuring Justin Timberlake. Their dance was phenomenal and 
they all complemented each other. Their outfits resembled Michael 
Jackson, and they even danced like him. I could tell they were 
enjoying what they were doing, and I enjoy watching those who 
show their love of dance in their movements and facial expressions. 
Another amazing piece, "Haven't Met You Yet," was choreo­
graphed by Nick Schroepfer and Madeline Swain. They were the danc­
ers as well. They tap danced to the song by Michael Buble. I enjoyed 
the storyline in this dance piece, and I loved how the tap dancing went 
along to the music. It was my first time seeing a tap piece that I enjoyed. 
The showcase was wonderfully put together, and you could tell 
that the dancers and choreographers had a fun time performing. 
It is safe to say that Spring Into Dance III was a success. 
Great job, choreographers and dancers! 
By Ediri Egi 
Movie Review 
Fargo 9 
Fargo, is a 1996s film directed by the Coen 
brothers, is a classic blood fest filled with twists 
and turns. However, that's not what makes it j 
a unique and overall solid movie. The atmo­
sphere and tension of the frigid Midwest f;om-: 
bined with an unschooled cast of criminals is 
what really makes for a memorable movie. 
Fargo follows the story of 
a despefate broke husband (William H. 
Macy as Jerry Lundegaard) who hires a pair of 
dimwitted criminals to kidnap his wife 
in order to extort her rich father. The 
criminals succeed in accomplishing the 
task, but they end up leaving a trail 
of destruction . behind them in the 
process. Officer McDormand (Marge 
Gunderson) is sent to investigate 
the murders. The movie fol­
lows her, the criminals, and Macy 
as their stories intertwine and 
eventually reach a dramatic conclusion. 
The Coen brothers succeed in 
capturing the culture and social norms 
that define Minnesota, North Dakota, and 
the Midwest, which are the settings of the 
film. "Don't cha know" and "yaaaa" are 
repeated phrases that underline 
the funny dialogue, and although 
officer McDormand is supposed to be a 
cop, her demeanor resembles that of a 
soccer momj. These elements give the film 
the feeling of a sitcom. Yet, the icy back­
drop and limited cast adds an eerie feeling 
of isolation. Despite this contrast, the 
film succeeds in maintaining a serious tone 
due to the two criminals (Steve Buscemi as Carl 
Showalter and Peter Stormare as Gaear Grimsrud). When 
;6fnca 
-• 
these two clumsy, yet sinister, thugs are on screen, one can't 
help but think that something drastic is going to happen. 
.jthe most intriguing thing about Fargo 
is the negligent characters. No one seems to know 
what they're doing, and this element adds to the 
unpredictable nature of the plot. Fargo seems to 
flip the idea of a "sophisticated criminal" upside 
down, and what is left is a hybrid species. 
This is the beauty of the film. Watching the 
mistakes of the characters is funny, fascinating, 
and a little sad. You can't help but feel a 
little sorry for poor William Macy, because 
even though he devises such a sinister 
plot, he still does not seem like a criminal. 
Fargo does what very few action films 
can, and that alone makes it worth watching. 
Although Fargo maintains a pretty 
slow pace throughout, it makes up for it 
with exciting bursts of action. You would 
think that a crime/thriller movie would 
rely heavily on action and investigative 
dialogue, but again, it's the unique 
contrast that strengthens the film. 
From happy-go- lucky conversations to 
brutally intense action scenes, tension 
builds throughout the movie with this strange 
combination, and even the most mundane 
conversations lead to exciting plot twists. 
Fargo is a film that succeeds in 
creating a unique experience, a reason 
for the film's large cult following. Nothing 
happens in Fargo, North Dakota. Yet, who 
knew that this setting would be appropriate 
for a thriller? The contrast of light and dark 
scenes along with the unsavvy criminals strengthens 
the movie's overall appeal. Fargo is a bloody 
paradox indeed, but one that demands your attention. 
^ARTS & VARIETY 
Music Spotlight 
Jessica Yoakum 
By Karina Schlecht 
Music is not a lucrative business In the world we live in un­
less you hit the "big leagues," a hard reality for many musicians. 
Jessica Yoakum is a singer and songwriter 
who has put together a couple of albums and 
has even done a little touring. However, she 
needed to nanny on the side to pay the rent, 
which she says became more of a full-time 
job, causing her to push music to the side. 
She also teaches in an early childhood program 
called "Music Together" that is designed as a 
birth to age 5 "mommy and me" music class. 
Unfortunately, nannying and part-time 
teaching are no more self-sustaining than mu­
sic. When someone pointed out to Yoakum that 
she should combine her two loves of kids and 
music, Yoakum decided to go back to school 
for education. After looking into the University 
of Minnesota, she decided she needed to find 
a school with more flexibility, and her counselor 
recommended Augsburg and Concordia. Yoa­
kum says she loves how communicative and 
flexible Concordia and the music department 
have been with her schedule from day one, 
even as a prospective student. She recalls, "I 
talked to Dr. Mennicke and was like 'of course I have to go here!'" 
(Talk to any student in the music program and you will hear a similar 
story about the head of the music department. Dr. David Mennicke.) 
Unlike most students in the undergrad program, Yoakum has the 
advantage of coming to school with teaching experience. Everything she 
is learning can be applied to the real-world. 
"Bachelor programs are tricky," she explains, 
"There is so much information that you have 
to synthesize when you're out there." She says 
that compared to other undergrad programs, 
Concordia does a good job of preparing students 
for the work force, but there is no amount of 
preparation in a college setting to truly prepare a 
student to move up to the front of the classroom 
- "the real world is a big shock for people." 
Yoakum's original plan was to graduate 
this May, but a baby detour pushed the date 
to next spring. She says that she has been 
happy the whole time she's been at Concordia. 
"Whenever I need to get modified for work 
or mommy schedule, they've met me more 
than halfway," she says. As for what hap­
pens next spring, she says she wants to stay 
where she cun-ently lives in Northeast Minne­
apolis and look for a job in the Twin Cities. 
If you're interested in checking out her music 
or the work she does at Music Together, you can 
go to her website: jessyoakum.com (warning: music plays as soon as 
you enter the site; volume can be adjusted on the bottom of the screen). 
Easter Crossword 
By Tara Rupiper 
ACROSS 
1) A baby sheep is called 
a 
4) A mother hen watches 
over her baby 
6) Which came first, the 
chicken or the ? 
7 )  April showers bring May 
1 5 )  A  b a b y  
called a kid 
IS 
9) A mother keeps a close 
eye on her ___ 
11) The month of Easter 
1 3 )  T h e  E a s t e r  _ _  d e ­
livers presents to children 
all aro world 
1 4 )  ̂ n i s  . ^ a r m s  t h e  e a r t h  
and l^ing&^ghts to the 
world 
DOWN 
2) Carry your Easter Eggs 
in a 
3) These insects are black 
and yellow and sting you if 
you make them angry 
5) eggs are a com­
mon treat for all to enjoy 
8) Easter is always on 
this day of the week 
10) Easter's season 
12) In the backyard, kids 
c a n  h a v e  f u n  b y  h a v i n g  an.  
Easter Egg -
Reprinted from May issue with correct crossword 
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By Tora Rupiper 
ACRdSS'4l 
I )  T h e  g r e e n  s t u f f  o n  t h e  
ground that needs to be cut 
4) Cblorful plants that bees 
love 
7) Black and yellow insects 
that like to dting 
9) The season after winter 
1 0 )  A  d a y  t o  c o m m e m o r a t e  
the U.S. soldiers who have 
fallen during service 
I I )  M e x i c a n  h o l i d a y  o n  M a y  
5th 
1 3 )  T h e  f i f t h  m o n t h  o f  t h e  
year 
May Crossword 
DOWN - - ; . . 
2) The season after spring 
3) A day to recognize the 
women who biithed you 
5) The big shining circle in 
the sky 
6) How many days are in May 
8) A ceremony that recognizes 
seniors for thier completing thier 
degree 
1 2 )  W h a t  i s  t h e  f i r s t  d a y  o f  
May called? 
16 
By Andrew Toelle 
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Graduation Word Search 
By Taro Rupiper 
i W Y 1 A G M N c S M Q W A M R 1 N T V Graduation 
s E 1 0 W V 1 C M Z V B N 1 T Q 0 Z E F Academic 
s H N E 0 E I 1 S c D O H J P T K Z A u Celebrate 
E C M V D M L F R 0 1 N E S L R C s R T Senior 
N P U H E E W L P T P 1 V N D A F E S U Goodbyes 
1 Z L 0 S M C Y A N L C N w P R W H E R Happiness 
P Y A U u P A C W G 0 X S A 1 U R C T E Friends 
P C A M Q X U Y E 1 M S N E H G B E A V Future 
A J G V Y D K G D J A D H O 1 U A E R R Cap and Gown 
H 0 P Q E F 0 Z J Z G D G 0 J R G P B 1 Alumni 
B 0 R 1 B K F Y P o S U X A Y E O s E T Cake 
L H w L 0 M A F W F H M J B D B M M L X Diploma 
Q Y c 0 M M E N c E M E N T P R S Y E Z Pictures 
Q A L o D X R X u V Y N O M E R E C C M Smiles 
F A M 1 L Y X G o o 0 B Y E S A L J L X Speeches 
G A K E A N 0 1 T A U D A R G D H F T X May 
L P Q A M A S E R U T C 1 P D O O Z V Y Ceremony 
0 V A L E D 1 C T 0 R J A N Q S U J A Y Education 
0 C 0 A K N H X J V C M r G E O Q V H P 
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